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pdf, .pdf and .pdf versions and .CAM, .BMP, .CAM or .PDF. Additional .CAM and .BMP versioned files may be found in the .ARCHiCAD download.The first layer .PDF file is the base sketch layer .DFL. The second layer .BMP or .CAM file is the floor plan .DFL, .BMP or .CAM with the floor plan symbols that represent the structural details of the structure being placed. The rebar and mesh
location is saved as a series of rectangles or triangles. The rebar and mesh location data is then compiled and saved as .CAM or .BMP files. Finally, a third layer .PDF file is compiled using the .CAM or .BMP data. Materials and Methods {#sec2} ===================== Preparation of the Concrete Structure {#sec2.1} ------------------------------------- Concrete structures are typically placed on a
pad or foundation that is supported by temporary retaining walls. In order to build the structures, it is necessary to install reinforcing steel rebar, and sometimes reinforcements, into the concrete. To accomplish this task, the user needs to know where the rebar should be placed. The concrete wall thickness and rebar lengths are typically not known until the concrete has set. Therefore, it is common to
pre-layout the positions of the rebars and concrete locations. Placing the rebars and concrete locations at the site is known as the initial placement. Initial placement is a long and tedious process. We have automated this process by creating software for placing structural rebars and reinforcing steel mesh at the design stage. These processes work by either taking a series of sketches from a computer
aided design (CAD) file or an electronic data interchange (EDI) file and placing each layer to the concrete structure. Once the rebar and concrete positions have been placed, the user may then select a perspective or orthogonal view of the structure. Next, the user can model the structure using a computer aided design (CAD) software package. The ArchiCAD process automatically places the rebar and
mesh for each layer in each of the three layers of the CAD file. In this process, the rebar and mesh 82157476af
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